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ABSTRACT
Primary carers provide much of the day-to-day care for community-dwelling people living with dementia (PWD). Maintaining that contribution will require a more in-depth understanding of the primary carer role and the support needs that flow from that role. This study explored patterns of formal and informal support utilisation by people caring for a PWD in a rural-regional context. In-depth semi-structured interviews were conducted with 18 rural primary carers of a PWD and thematically analysed. Participant primary carers’ almost total commitment to, and absorption in their role and their assumption of ultimate responsibility for the PWD’s wellbeing meant that external social context, such as rurality, became less relevant. Carer networks effectively contracted to those key individuals who were central to supporting them in their caring task. External sources of support were tightly managed with strong boundaries around the provision of direct care to the PWD largely excluding all but professional providers. Primary carers are generally categorised along with other family and friends as informal care. However, in assuming primary responsible for the care and wellbeing for the PWD they effectively become the key care provider, suggesting that it would be productive in both research and practice to treat primary carers as key members of a care partnership alongside professional carers, rather than as adjuncts to formal care and/or another client.
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Background

Ageing populations and lengthening lifespans (United Nations 2010) mean that dementia is a large and growing global problem with an estimated
24.3 million cases world-wide in 2005 projected to increase to 81.1 million by 2040 (Ferri et al. 2006). Despite advances in drug-based therapies to control symptoms and lengthen the disease trajectory, the management of dementia still largely consists of custodial care throughout a prolonged trajectory of decline. Outside of residential aged or specialist dementia care facilities, the vast majority of this care is delivered in the home by unpaid non-professionals; what is generally termed ‘informal care’ (Family Caregiver Alliance 2008; Nolan, Keady and Grant 1995; Nordberg et al. 2005; Simon 2001; Spector and Tampi 2005; Tester 1999; Wimo et al. 2011).

While the term informal care is generally taken to encompass all unpaid home-based care provided by ‘close’ family members and/or friends (Nordberg 2007), the majority of that care is provided by one emotionally and spatially proximal individual, the primary carer, most often either elderly spouses (McGarry and Arthur 2001; McGee et al. 2008) or children of the person with dementia (PWD) (Australian Institute of Health & Welfare 2007a; Nolan, Keady and Grant 1995). Although the role is still poorly defined and often unrecognised and unacknowledged even by carers themselves (Jarvis and Worth 2005), primary carers are vital in maintaining a workable dementia care system (Etters, Goodall and Harrison 2008). Their contribution is central to all aspects of the wellbeing of the PWD (Yap et al. 2006), but especially in supporting them to remain in their homes and communities and out of residential care (Access Economics Pty Limited 2009; Brodaty et al. 2005; Nordberg 2007; Toseland et al. 2002).

There is considerable attention being paid to the support needs of primary carers in recognition not only of the importance of their contribution but the ‘enormous amount and complexity of care that is performed by informal caregivers’ (Nordberg 2007: 38) and the level of challenge the role presents (Balducci et al. 2008; Eagar et al. 2007). Being a primary carer has been associated with a wide range of threats to health and wellbeing (Eagar et al. 2007) with carers experiencing poorer health (Donelan, Falik and DesRoches 2001; Mannion 2008a, 2008b), higher rates of depression (Adams 2007; Spector and Tampi 2005), increased stress levels (Rahman 1999), financial penalties (Chambers, Ryan and Connor 2001; Ross et al. 2008; Schofield et al. 1997), social isolation and exclusion (Chambers, Ryan and Connor 2001; Clements 2004; Schneider et al. 1999; Tilvis, Jolkonen and Strandberg 2000), and increased mortality (Schulz and Beach 1999). These associations have led to a focus on primary caring as an essentially affectively negative, stressful and burdensome experience, and a tendency to conceptualise carer need largely in terms of one-dimensional, decontextualised measures of carer ‘burden’ (Hodgson, Higginson and Jefferys 1998).

A range of indicators suggest the need for a much more multi-dimensional and contextualised understanding of the carer experience and their
support needs. In particular, to recognise its psycho-social complexity (Cheung and Hocking 2004) in which positive and negative affect, negative impact and positive value, co-exist in parallel and with quite a surprising degree of independence, rather than as opposite ends of a single continuum (Balducci et al. 2008; McKee et al. 2003). The under-utilisation of many currently available services primarily aimed at addressing carer burden (Brodaty 2005; Bruce et al. 2002; Cascioli et al. 2008; Eagar et al. 2007; Robinson et al. 2009) and the patchy effectiveness of many of these (Cooke et al. 2001; Yap et al. 2006) suggest that they are to some extent ‘missing the mark’ in terms of understanding and meeting carer support needs (Stirling et al. 2010). Reviews of carer interventions suggest that the approaches that are most effective in supporting carer coping are those that take a more balanced, nuanced approach to understanding the carer experience than simply focusing on carer burden (Andren and Elmstahl 2008; Eagar et al. 2007; Sorensen, Pinquart and Duberstein 2002; Stoltz, Uden and Willman 2004; Yap et al. 2006). The primary caring role is deeply embedded within, and shaped by, social contexts and relationships: between the carer and PWD; the carer and the formal or professional care providers; and the carer and their networks of family, friends and community. This suggests that determining and meeting the needs of primary carers requires approaches that seek to understand carers in terms of all of these contexts and relationships rather than simply as decontextualised individuals (Nomura et al. 2007).

There is a small body of research exploring relationships between primary and professional or formal carers, predominantly from a critical perspective, although these relationships remain inadequately theorised (Lyons and Zarit 1999). Overall, this research reveals general, and major, dissatisfaction among primary care-givers concerning their relationship with formal care providers. Many carers feel themselves and their contribution to be unrecognised, even invisible (Cascioli et al. 2008; Jarvis and Worth 2005; Ross, Holliman and Dixon 2003; Simon 2001), especially to the extent that the health professionals’ focus on the PWD acts to exclude carers: ‘an absence of attentiveness to the situations of caregivers can mean their needs for care go unmet and their capacity to care is compromised’ (Barnes and Brannelly 2008: 388). Carpentier (2008) points to the importance of professional providers taking the time to develop a personal relationship of respect and trust with primary carers, a point echoed by Cascioli (2008: 22): ‘[it] was human contact that the carers were looking for in services’.

We found limited research addressing the relationship between the primary carer and other informal care providers such as family, friends and community. A major reason for this gap is likely the widely accepted division of dementia care into formal (professional), residential and informal (Access Economics Pty Limited 2009), the last grouping the primary carer
into the same category as anyone or everyone who provides any unpaid support with activities of daily living (Family Caregiver Alliance 2008; Simon 2001; Spector and Tampi 2005). Such a broad and blunt categorisation is likely to, firstly, discourage an examination of the particularities of the primary carer role as distinct from other forms of informal care, and, secondly, obscure what are likely to be major interaction and relationship complexities within informal care networks, involving as they do individuals with very different levels of attachment, involvement and responsibility in respect of caring for the PWD.

One area in which informal care relationships have received more attention is in the context of the care of PWD in rural communities. Rural populations, at least in developed countries, are generally older and ageing faster than urban and have poorer baseline health across the age range (Australian Institute of Health & Welfare 2007b; Keating and Phillips 2008; Rogers 2002). Most tellingly, rural populations have access to fewer and less specialised services than their urban counterparts including medical dementia specialists (Access Economics Pty Limited 2009; Alzheimer’s Australia 2007; Cahill 2000; Goins and Krout 2006; Innes et al. 2005, 2006; National Rural Health Alliance 2010). A lack of access, coupled with powerful narratives – if not a lot of solid empirical evidence – around the close-knit and supportive nature of rural community (Goins and Krout 2006; Keating 2008), suggest that family, friends and community are likely to play a larger and more important role in supporting the rural, as against the urban, primary dementia carer. This situation is, in turn, likely to give rise to a different and perhaps more visible dynamic, both within informal care networks and between those networks and formal carers, than that found where formal dementia care is more readily available.

Studies looking at the rural dementia experience do show that there is generally a greater reliance on informal rather than formal support services (Blackstock et al. 2006; Cascioli et al. 2008; McCann, Ryan and McKenna 2005; Morgan et al. 2005; Tommis 2007; Wenger, Scott and Seddon 2002). The reasons for this are, however, not entirely clear, especially whether this reflects an increased utilisation of informal services to compensate for inadequate formal services or rural carers simply managing with an overall lower level of, predominantly informal, support. Rural populations are acknowledged to be reluctant seekers and users of professional services whether due to inappropriate service models, access difficulties, distrust, stoic self-reliance and/or fears of stigmatisation (Fuller et al. 2000; Goins and Krout 2006; Morgan et al. 2002; Wenger, Scott and Seddon 2002). A study of dementia in rural Scotland by Innes, Blackstock and co-workers (Blackstock et al. 2006; Innes et al. 2005) revealed a complex picture with carers tending to rely more on individual friends and family than either ‘community’ or
formal support, at least in the early stages of the disease trajectory but moving more towards professional support as the disease progressed and issues of stigma came into play. Their small study raises a number of issues around the way in which formal and informal services work, or fail to work, together in a way that meets rural carer need.

Wagner and Niles-Yokum (2006) point out that for all the research on carers, there are still major gaps in our understanding of the informal/formal nexus and the rural context presents an ideal laboratory for exploring that issue. The study reported here interviewed rural carers of a PWD to explore their experience in seeking and accessing support for their role.

Methodology

Semi-structured interviews were conducted during 2009 with a convenience sample of 18 carers of PWD living in rural communities in Tasmania, Australia. Interviews, conducted in carers’ homes, lasted on average 63 minutes (range 25–108 minutes) and utilised an open and flexible structure to explore questions around carers’ formal professional and informal support experience throughout the disease trajectory. This research was designed as an exploratory lead-in to a planned wider study into rural context as a possible factor in shaping the dementia experience and was, therefore, resourced for a limited sample of 20 participants. Recruitment was discontinued at 18 participants when it was judged that we had reached a degree of data saturation, both in terms of new issues emerging from the data and the level of evidential support for the main argument of this paper, therefore not justifying the increasing difficulty and costs of recruitment. Initial approaches to participants were made through dementia support agencies, with those willing to be interviewed contacting the researchers either directly or through the organisation. The sample, although both selective (in terms of agency contact) and self-selected, did not present as atypical of the population profile as reported by experienced local service providers. There was limited systematic collection of contextual data (Table 1), however the interview process with its broad focus on all forms and sources of received support yielded a very rich picture of family and social context which subsequently informed the analysis. All but one of the carers and all of the PWD were living outside the State’s four major regional urban centres.

The final sample (Table 1) contained a balance of male and female, spousal and children carers. Eight of the carers were children looking after a parent (average age 59, four male and four female) and ten were partners/spouses (average age 71, six male and four female). All but one of the carers
was co-habiting with the PWD. The average age of the ten male and eight female PWD was 80 years. Most had quite advanced dementia although they varied widely in the behavioural expression of the condition from relative passivity to highly challenging.

The interviews were audio recorded, transcribed verbatim and analysed within NVivo using a multi-stage iterative thematic analysis approach. The main emphasis in this research and analysis was to explore the lived experience of caring, in general, and patterns of formal and informal supports usage, in particular.

Findings

The rural context

The state of Tasmania is highly rural with 73 per cent of the population living outside of a major urban centre (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2010), however, it can be described as ‘compactly’ so. Although all but one participant lived in non-urban settings, none lived more than an hour’s travel from a major regional centre and there were few aspects of their caring experience that might be attributed specifically to living rurally, especially in the absence of comparative urban data. Participants reported very limited access to specialist dementia physicians but none appeared to see this as a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Carer code</th>
<th>Relationship to PWD</th>
<th>Carer gender</th>
<th>Carer age</th>
<th>PWD gender</th>
<th>PWD age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Daughter</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Spouse</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Daughter</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Son</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Spouse</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Son</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Son</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Spouse</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Spouse</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>Daughter</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Daughter</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Son</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Partner</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Spouse</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>Spouse</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Spouse</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Spouse</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Spouse</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: PWD: person with dementia.
significant support gap, largely because most of their major concerns
revolved around practical issues of day-to-day management, which were
being well met by professional in-home care providers. There were wide-
spread concerns about the level of expertise and support available from local
general practitioners (GPs), particularly around getting a definitive
diagnosis, however, there is nothing in the data to suggest that this reflected
a rural rather than a wider general practice issue. These rural carers did,
however, have limited GP alternatives compared to an urban context. There
were a small number of references in the data to specific rural social and
environmental characteristics but these were both positive and negative,
although the latter came mainly from carers who were dealing with very
challenging PWD behavioural issues, coping poorly and more generally
dissatisfied: ‘And I am so unlucky… To be living in an area where people
don’t want to know each other’ (Carer B). Most commonly, comments
related to knowing and being known which most carers appreciated, but that
at times did have a downside:

Oh, yeah, everybody knows him. That’s why – it’s a pretty safe area because even if he
goes walkabout, I reckon 90 per cent know him, by sight. (Carer F)

Interviewer: How have the community reacted to what’s happened with
your dad?
Carer G: (Ironic laughter) Initially, you know it’s, ‘How’s your dad
going?’ and stuff… but… it’s a country town which I think
that just accentuates it but I’ve found that dementia’s a bit like
death; people don’t want to talk about it… some people it
makes more uncomfortable.

Overall, there was limited data specifically addressing the strengths, or
weaknesses, of rural ‘community’ and rural informal support structures,
despite interviewer questioning around the issue. Participants appeared
simply too focused on the narrow and intense world of primary caring to
devote attention to contexts outside that world.

The primary carer role

The findings suggest that understanding the patterns of service utilisation
among primary carers in this study requires an awareness and acknowl-
edgegement of the emotionally dense, all-consuming and intensely private
nature of the primary caring experience and responsibility. In particular, the
manner in which this leads to an inward focus and the formation of strong
social boundaries around the carer–PWD dyad. There is evidence of careful
gatekeeping by carers in terms of who, among potential support providers, is
admitted to this world, and how far they penetrate. In particular, carers were
highly reluctant to entrust any of their assumed responsibility as *primary carer* to others and then only to a select number of trusted, almost always professional, providers.

At one level, each carer’s story and experience was unique; shaped by a complex mix of factors including PWD behaviours, their own coping skills and styles, the nature of the pre-existing relationship and the degree of match between support and need. While all carers were clearly finding the experience challenging, they varied widely in terms of how well they were coping. Carer A, a daughter caring for her mother, described her experience thus: ‘It’s just when you’re swamped, you’re drowning, you can’t, you can’t, you barely get your nose out of water and there’s another wave.’ Carer D, a son caring for his father, was much more sanguine: ‘I don’t know. At the moment it’s going all right and if it’s going all right, it’s going all right’ and Carer I was able to actually find some fun amongst the challenges of caring for her husband: ‘But it’s no good being cross . . . So we have a lot of fun. We play games really.’

Regardless of the nature of individual experience and the diversity of factors shaping this experience, the most striking feature of virtually all the carer stories was the all-encompassing social and emotional intensity of the caring experience, most clearly shown in the level of role investment and commitment. For almost all of the carers interviewed, the carer role and relationship were all-consuming and marked by a very willing and full commitment to the care and welfare of the PWD. Most prominent in this was a sense of *responsibility.* That is, in terms of the care, comfort and wellbeing of the PWD ‘the buck stopped with them’, a commitment that took precedence over all other commitments in their life including to their own comfort and wellbeing. Most had, in this process, relinquished much that made up their pre-care life structure of work, family, friends and outside interests:

Carer C: . . . you become sort of, what would you say, your world becomes smaller, you tend to just – I often have a job to think past Mum and her needs and how I feel . . . I do find myself perhaps cutting myself off a little bit from friends and other people and becoming less sociable . . .

Interviewer: (Addressing carer’s husband) And from you?

Carer C: Oh, yes.

While the interviews did not seek to explore meaning and identity directly, it is clear from the data that much that made the carers’ pre-caring frameworks of meaning, identity and future view had also been transformed. Only a small number sought to hold on to some element of an independent life and some sense of a post-caring future by continuing part-time work or maintaining
the occasional valued social or recreational engagements, but reported this to be a struggle:

Well yeah like there’d be an issue of like just complete change in your identity and everything because you’re not working, you’re not part of that sort of outside world… (Carer K)

I have been getting to Bridge which I quite enjoy. I’ll never make a great Bridge player but… it is a really good game to play and I thought will I go tomorrow? I need to look up all my notes, don’t feel like it, and a friend rang and she said ‘Just come’, and I thought, yeah I think she’s right. I think I’ve just got to do that, so that’s what I’ll do tomorrow. (Carer H)

For most, their ‘needs’ become defined entirely in terms of their caring role and the ability to sustain that role. Even self-care needs were framed in terms of sustaining their caring capacity:

I’ve just got to – my main thing is to try and make sure that I keep myself fit and healthy so that I can look after him when he needs it. And as we say we care for each other. (Carer I)

On the surface, this commitment and sense of responsibility could be read largely in terms of negatives: (constant) demand and (sometimes burdensome) obligation. However, when examined in the context of the wider narrative there is a deeper underpinning element of positive affect in terms of emotional rewards and satisfactions in giving and giving back:

Well, you see, I get up in the morning, I get M showered and everything, get dressed and have breakfast, do the washing, clean up and everything else you know. The place doesn’t look too bad, does it? (Carer O)

The sense of being primarily responsible, however, both amplified the burden and shaped patterns of care seeking and utilisation. Carers were hyper-vigilant for the PWD’s standard of care, wellbeing and comfort which led, firstly, to being very ‘choosy’ about to whom, and in what circumstances they would cede their responsibility and, secondly, to feelings of guilt whenever they did, regardless of their own need at the time:

So he’s – and he’s also very scared to be left on his own now. And, sort of, gets panicky even if he’s left alone for a couple of minutes, he doesn’t like being left alone at all… So I normally have to wait till someone comes before I can have a shower. If it wasn’t for the support that my brother and sister and I are giving him, he’d be dead, because he wouldn’t be eating, he’d probably electrocute himself, he wouldn’t be clean, he wouldn’t be washing. And so, if you’re the only one, yes, because, I mean, you’ve got to be with them, or try, and when they’re not with you, you’re thinking, ‘What can I get done now before he gets back?’ (Carer G)

When they did, reluctantly, cede their responsibility to others it was almost always, unlike Carer G above, to a trusted paid professional rather than family or friends. Despite this, they still worried: ‘Well, . . . [I] worry [when
away from PWD] because she might be, you know, just lonely and miserable and, of course, she doesn’t do much’ (Carer E). Carers A and C were both married women looking after their mothers and both, but particularly Carer A whose mother has paranoia, were feeling under considerable strain yet were limited users of respite. Carer A recounted a series of experiences with in-home respite where carers had lacked the specific detailed understanding of her mother’s (admittedly complex) requirements: ‘I keep on saying to them it’s no use you sending me someone unless they’re specifically dementia trained.’

Carer C, on the other hand, had trusted day-outing respite but, despite considerable need, was reluctant to access available residential care because she knew it disrupted her mother’s world. She recounted the difficulty of crossing the yard to her mother’s unit to tell her of a respite arrangement:

The first time we found it really hard and I . . . I have to keep myself really busy or . . . you know, ‘I wonder how she’s going?’ . . . This is her world right here. She doesn’t want to go outside that little world, you know. Being here, her dog and us – that, that’s it . . . and . . . I left it until only a couple of days before to tell her that she was going but you know, it took me days, once again. I’d go to say to her, what was going to happen and I couldn’t . . . Then I’d walk across the courtyard to tell her and then I’d come back. [I was feeling] just horrible, like she’s going to be upset and you know, I can’t bear it if she does and will I lose my temper if she reacts in this way that I don’t want her to and, you know, how will I accept that . . .

Carers employed strict criteria in terms of who they would willingly cede their responsibility to. Substitute carers needed to be someone with whom they and the PWD had established a warm relationship and whose expertise, care and competence they trusted completely:

She’s more, yes, R is more than home help. She’s actually a companion. . . . And she always takes A out. She used to take her swimming out to the thing, but it’s a bit cold so they just go out for lunch. And R is just marvellous with her. (Carer E)

This sense of ultimate responsibility led to a clear demarcation between the ways different forms of support were accessed and managed.

Patterns of carer support

There was a clear division evident in the data between the way support was sought and used for, on one hand, the utilitarian tasks of maintaining a household and the mundane activities of daily living (including some of the more utilitarian tasks of caring for the PWD) and, on the other, the taking of responsibility for the care and wellbeing of the PWD. The former involved a mixture of formal and informal care, the latter almost exclusively formal care. An expected third form of support, that for the carer as an individual in
their own right, separate from the dyad and their caring role, was notable for its almost total absence in the data. With a small number of exceptions carers expressed no extant sense of their individual need outside the caring role and where they did those needs were placed on hold for some distant future time:

I don’t look too much in the future other than [I], should – I suppose ‘should’ is not the word, ‘when’ is probably the word if we’re facing things, [PWD] deteriorates . . . I don’t know, I mean I’m not even projecting myself up that far to know . . . (Carer H)

Apart from a small number of exceptions, mostly those finding it hardest to cope, carers reported general satisfaction with the amount of available formal and informal support for the tasks of sustaining day-to-day home life with the PWD. The major issue with professional providers of these forms of support was not the availability, range or quality of individual services, which were reported as at least adequate, but service fragmentation and the resulting ‘confusion’ of services faced by carers. Carers, particularly the older carers, confessed to being confused about the multiple professional carers appearing at their door; which organisations they represented and the service they were providing and sometimes even their names: ‘I mean, I just open the door and say, “Come in”. Very confusing. Very confusing’ (Carer P). Flowing from this, many carers presented as lacking a sense of control and confidence in managing these supports in a manner that best suited their needs:

Because there’s so many different ones you get a bit flustered when they come, and probably don’t get as much out of it as we should. It’s not anybody’s fault because it’s sort of anybody in the department’s job. (Carer N)

Support from family was mentioned in most interviews with most carers identifying just one, or occasionally two, key family members – usually a child, occasionally a sibling – who provided them day-to-day practical and/or emotional support. Other family were sometimes mentioned specifically for their lack of support or involvement. Out of three children, Carer E has one daughter who supports him in caring for his wife:

S [his son] I think is frightened. He doesn’t come near her [PWD] . . . nevertheless he did come around [following prompting from his sister] . . . Well he’s uh, tends to make very light of it and uh, I don’t think he wants – but we haven’t seen him since. So, or even heard from them so uh, that must’ve been a one-off I think. They [with wife] must’ve decided they couldn’t do anything for us.

Most interestingly, with two or three exceptions, no family members were in any substantive way involved in the direct care of and/or taking any responsibility for the PWD. When asked about this, participants tended to talk in terms of family ‘being busy’ or ‘having their own lives to lead’,
a response that underlines the sense that carers felt that caring for the PWD was primarily their responsibility and were reluctant to burden family with that responsibility.

Support from friends and neighbours appeared to follow a similar pattern with one or two key individuals identified as providing instrumental support with day-to-day living. One case apart, however, none of these informal supporters appeared to have any direct involvement in the care and management of the PWD. A number of participants mentioned community but only in the sense that they felt their community would ‘keep an eye out’ for the PWD in the carer’s absence:

Interviewer: So your community has been quite supportive?
Carer G: Oh, yeah, everyone knows everybody. Yes, it’s not a bad community, actually, as they go. It would be strange to go back to the city now.

In respect of any support involving direct care of, or assuming responsibility for, the PWD, participants relied almost exclusively on professional or formal support. There would appear to be two major reasons for this, although one is more explicit than the other in the data. Most clearly, the priority for carers was to identify individuals who they could trust and they believed to have the experience and expertise to support them in their role and/or to assume care of the PWD with minimal compromise to the PWD’s comfort and overall wellbeing in their absence.

Within the Australian context, the first and most logical source of professional support in managing the PWD is the GP. While satisfaction with individual GP’s knowledge and support varied widely, there are only limited examples in the data of fully satisfactory and functional dementia management partnerships between carers and GPs and a greater number of stories that demonstrate the failure of that partnership; for example in areas of diagnosis, medical management and difficult decisions such as driving licence withdrawal:

So you’d walk away [from GP appointment] still thinking, ‘Well, does she have a problem, or do I have a problem?’, or, you know, they’re not really acknowledging it, but underneath I think they knew, but they weren’t talking about it… (Carer C)

… I think it’s probably one of the hardest things… when I– and again, I lay this squarely at the feet of the male doctor that Dad had at the time – approved his… medical for his driver’s licence. … Now, a few months later I had to take Dad’s car away from him. Now he’d driven since he was 12, and it was massive and that really hurt me, you know, I mean, he cried. It was really, really, difficult. (Carer L)

In contrast, a satisfactory partnership with a GP greatly eased the carer role. Carer Q, as primary carer for her husband despite her own poor health and
cognitive problems, relied heavily on her GP for support in handling her husband’s medication:

So I was telling A [GP]. He said, ‘Bring one round and show me. Next time you get them’ . . . so I did that and . . . he said, ‘Look, you used to do them before, didn’t you?’ I said, ‘Yes’. And he said, ‘Well, do you think you could do them again?’ and I said, ‘Well, if you write it all down for me, I’ll do it’ so he did. He sat down and named everything he’s got to take and what days he’s got to – well, how many times a day and so on and it’s as easy as winking. So I do it Sunday afternoon or Sunday evening, I sit down to do them up for the week.

In practice, almost all of the carers had singled out and developed a relationship with one professional, usually an in-home service provider who, regardless of their substantive role, became not only a trusted direct care provider to the PWD but a critical lifeline, anchor and connection point into the system:

And a phone call, or whatever, is all I need to, you know, and they say, ‘If it’s available, or something, we’ll find it out for you.’ (Carer F)

Well, one of the major, well the major person actually was M. She was very good to Mum and Dad when Dad was still alive, and when he died she was absolutely wonderful to my mother and to me. So I don’t know what we would have done without her at the time. (Carer J)

Many other professional providers, from household cleaners to GPs, however technically competent and even caring, appeared to flow through the carers’ personal space without fully engaging or connecting with the carer or the PWD.

Accessing respite constitutes a major handing over of responsibility for caring. Carers were, in the main, regular and satisfied users of short-term in-home respite services where the PWD could be left for short periods with a known (to both carer and the PWD) and trusted professional carer. They were, however, reluctant users of out-of-home respite which they saw as, or more often knew from experience to be, because of the disruption it caused, a threat to the comfort and emotional wellbeing of the PWD. Such ‘respite’ therefore provided little in the way of a true ‘break’ from the emotional and psychological demands of caring and effectively overlaid guilt on to existing stresses:

Well, we went away. The first time we found it really hard and I – everyone says don’t worry, don’t come and see her, don’t call, don’t do this. I have to keep myself really busy or, you know, you . . . [think], ‘I wonder how she’s going?’ But I didn’t call, you see, I thought, well, it’s only going to upset me if they say she’s not happy, so I thought best not to know, what you don’t know doesn’t hurt you. And even though we came home I think the first time . . . we couldn’t even go up to see her because she would have thought, ‘Well, I can go home. If [carer] is home, that’s it, I don’t have to be here’. (Carer C)
A second likely reason for the almost total reliance on formal sources for direct care and support appears in the data more in terms of omission and silence than direct evidence. Most carers clearly had access to identifiable sources of informal support, both family and friends, that appeared to meet the criteria for providing direct care and support to the PWD. That is, they were apparently willing, fully competent adults, known and trusted by the PWD and, in the case of non-kin, had a long-term pre-dementia relationship with the family. Carers explained the non-involvement of these individuals in direct care in terms of them ‘having their own lives to lead’. However, even cases where close kin were identified as a constant and close support to the dyad, there appeared to be a clear exclusionary boundary beyond which they did not penetrate. There appeared to be an unstated process of ‘gatekeeping’ by the carer, either protecting, or excluding, non-professionals such as family and friends, from the burden, responsibility and/or reality of the full caring experience.

Discussion

This study was designed to explore the experience of being a primary carer for a PWD in a rural context, with particular emphasis on patterns of service usage. The combination of known limitations in access to a range of health and support services and strong narratives about the supportive nature of rural community, suggests that the rural context presents an ideal site for exploring the ways in which carers manage available informal and formal supports in order to meet their needs. The findings do provide a rich insight into the primary carer experience and reveal quite distinct patterns of service usage although, without comparative data, it cannot be argued that these experiences are peculiar to the rural context.

In fact, neither of the original rationales behind the choice of the rural setting for the study are particularly evident in these data. Overall, participants do not report any major concerns about the availability of, or their access to, formal support services, although a small number did express dissatisfaction with the appropriateness of some service models, especially respite services, and the knowledge and expertise of some service providers, particularly GPs. However, without larger-scale comparative data it is not possible to draw any conclusions from this about the overall adequacy of formal rural dementia services and supports, beyond these limited study areas. Also, these relatively high levels of satisfaction may be as much a reflection of low expectations as of adequacy of supply; reluctant help-seeking among rural cohorts is well recognised, particularly in relation to mental health issues (Brodaty et al. 2005; Fuller et al. 2000;
Howse, Ebrahim and Gooberman-Hill 2004). There is an acknowledged short-fall in dementia specialist physicians in rural Australia (Access Economics Pty Limited 2009), however, none of the participants reported that a lack of access to such specialists was a particular issue in terms of performing their day-to-day role as primary carer. Deficiencies in rural GP dementia knowledge and management skills, especially in regard to diagnosis, have been reported elsewhere (Brodaty, Green and Koschera 2003; Bruce et al. 2002; Glasser 1993; Hansen et al. 2005, 2008; Mason et al. 2005). However, as with the issue of supply, a lack of comparative studies makes it difficult to determine to what extent this represents a peculiarly rural issue.

There is also little in the data to support, or refute, assumptions about the ‘close and caring’ nature of rural community. Carers generally reported their communities as supportive, at least up to the point that the PWD’s behaviours become publicly confronting, and almost all appeared reasonably satisfied with the available support from family and friends. Tasmania can be described as compactly rural with a history of low (but increasing) population mobility and most reported at least one family member and/or close friend who lived close enough for convenient daily contact. However, for most, their world had contracted to the point where it was almost entirely defined by the dyadic relationship and caring task, and interactions with family and friends were largely confined to the small and select number of individuals who provided utilitarian and, to some extent, emotional support to the primary carer. Even for these individuals there were clear limits to their penetration of the dyadic relationship. Although narratives about the close-knit and caring nature of rural community are widely prevalent in the popular, and some cases academic, literature, it is difficult to find empirical support for this, especially in terms of direct urban–rural comparative studies.

Carers are revealed as being pragmatic and resourceful in accessing support from whatever sources they can in order to meet their needs. However, two themes emerge clearly which hold across the cases. The first concerns the manner in which the all-consuming socio-emotional intensity and assumed responsibility of the caring task shrinks and focuses the carers’ social world. The second relates to the carer’s construction and maintenance of a strong socio-emotional boundary at the point where support impinges on the intimate interpersonal space of the carer–PWD dyad, especially where that involves any transfer of direct care responsibility away from the primary carer. That boundary effectively excludes all but a small number of formal/professional care providers. Taken together, these themes suggest that understanding carer need and help-seeking behaviour requires a deeper, more sophisticated and multi-dimensional understanding of the primary carer role and experience than provided by one-dimensional measures of carer burden.
There is a large body of literature exploring hardship models of the carer as ‘individual in need’, expressed most clearly in measures of carer burden (Brouwer et al. 2006; Burns and Rabins 2000; Butler et al. 2005; Chenier 1997; Deeken et al. 2003; Eagar et al. 2007; Schneider et al. 1999; Yap et al. 2006). However, as Marks (1998) pointed out ‘it doesn’t always hurt to care’. A more rounded picture of the primary caring experience as a psychologically complex and co-existent mixture of challenges and satisfactions is emerging (Balducci et al. 2008; Cheung and Hocking 2004; McKee et al. 2003). This work highlights the importance of carers’ meaning-making and psycho-social and emotional skills and knowledge resources in shaping the carer experience and ability to cope (Andren and Elmstahl 2008; Cooper et al. 2008; Croog et al. 2006; De Vugt et al. 2004; Jarvis, Worth and Porter 2006; Rutherford-Kitson, Burton-Smith and Ball 2002; Yap et al. 2006). There is, however, still a dearth of research which treats the dyadic caring relationship, rather than the carer or PWD in isolation, as the unit of analysis. The data in this study suggest that the care experience, and therefore carer support needs, cannot be understood outside of the context and dynamic of that relationship. In particular, the manner in which the acceptance of the role of primary carer with its implications of ultimate responsibility for the PWD’s comfort and wellbeing, colours, if not structures, all of the primary carer’s social relationships including those with formal and informal support providers.

Most of the in-depth research into the carer experience and the relationship between primary and professional care providers is very ‘top-down’ and paternalistic in that it is primarily concerned with exploring the ways in which the formal providers can best ‘care for’ primary carers. If, as this study suggests, it is the primary carers rather than the professionals who are, in reality and practice, accepting and carrying primary and ultimate responsibility for the ongoing care, comfort and wellbeing of the PWD, they would appear to be not so much in need of care, as supportive partnership. That is, their priority is not finding professional providers who will take care of them – apart from where it will help them to sustain their caring role – but who will work with them to ensure the best care outcomes for the PWD. Current research suggests that many carers feel themselves and their contribution under-valued, unrecognised, even invisible (Cascioli et al. 2008; Jarvis and Worth 2005; Ross, Holliman and Dixon 2003; Simon 2001), especially when health professional focus is on the PWD: ‘an absence of attentiveness to the situations of caregivers can mean their needs for care go unmet and their capacity to care is compromised’ (Barnes and Brannelly 2008: 388, italics added). Both Carpentier (2008) and Cascioli et al. (2008) point to the importance of professional providers taking the time to develop a personal relationship of respect and trust with primary carers: ‘They [carers]
desired more visits from people with empathy, understanding and the ability to provide advice and assistance should it be needed’ (Cascioli et al. 2008: 22). Study participants overwhelmingly felt themselves ill-equipped for their assumed task and looked to trusted professionals for assistance in building their skills, knowledge, capacity and confidence. As Lund (2005) and others point out, the primary carer almost always comes to the carer role, with its technical/clinical, logistical and psycho-social challenges, unprepared:

... knowing how to provide care for a person with dementia is not an innate skill and is not acquired solely through a motivation to care, rather [it] is learned and acquired through guidance, experiences and support from knowledgeable care providers. (Kelley, Buckwalter and Maas 1999: 9)

While there are doubts over whether knowledge provision alone can improve carer outcomes (Eagar et al. 2007), approaches and supports that focus on equipping the primary carer as a key provider in need of proper training, rather than as an unskilled adjunct to formal care, appear the most promising (Brodaty, Green and Koschera 2003; Eagar et al. 2007; Sorensen, Pinquart and Duberstein 2002).

The finding that primary carers are not involving even the closest family and friends in the provision of direct care of the PWD – perhaps even actively excluding them – is likely also to be related to the emotionally dense and intensely private nature of the dyad, and the primary carer’s sense of responsibility within that. In choosing to cede care and responsibility only to paid professionals, carers can have some confidence, firstly, that the substitute carer will have sufficient skills and knowledge to minimise any disruption to the PWD’s care and comfort and, secondly, that they are transferring their responsibility to someone who, unlike family and friends, is paid to accept that responsibility. Although it is difficult to pinpoint direct evidence for this in the data, it is also likely that carers are seeking to protect both the PWD from having their pre-dementia identity discredited, and family and friends from the reality of the condition.

Limitations

This is a small study in a quite specific policy and practice environment which restricts its generalisation beyond that context. In particular, without comparative urban data it is not possible, nor was the study designed to be able to, attribute the findings specifically to the rurality of the context. The lack of support across the sample for a thesis that rural context was a major influence in shaping the experience of caring for a PWD was one factor in the decision to discontinue recruitment at 18 participants and to not proceed in the short term with a wider study. A high level of data saturation
in terms of support for the major findings reported here suggests that the study provides important insights into primary carer roles and needs and that these warrant attention and testing across other spatial and social contexts.

Conclusion

This study sought to utilise a rural context to explore patterns of formal and informal support accessed by primary carers of a PWD. The study produced limited evidence that the rural context was a major factor in shaping these patterns. Rather, the findings suggest participants’ support usage was shaped less by external contexts than by the fundamental nature of the primary caring experience, in particular the emotionally intense, clearly bounded and inwardly focused nature of the caring relationship and the manner in which carers perceived and sought to fulfil their assumed role as the person primarily and ultimately responsible for the care and wellbeing of the PWD. While in research and practice primary carers are generally categorised along with other family, friends and community as ‘informal’ care, the findings suggest that the role assumed and care delivered by study participants had very little in common with the roles played by other non-professionals involved with the carer–PWD dyad. In terms of the level of involvement, commitment, assumption of responsibility and even expertise – in the sense of a specialised knowledge and understanding of the care and management needs of the individual PWD – the care provided by these primary carers was fundamentally different from, and went well beyond, that provided by anyone else in the care team, formal or informal. A failure to acknowledge and recognise the true nature of the primary caring role and contribution can, and most likely has, led to primary carers being seen as mere adjuncts to professional care and/or as another client in need of care rather than as essential care partners. As such, they were not so much in need of release or relief from their role as the support to allow them to manage the task they have undertaken through the building of appropriate knowledge, skills, capacity and support structures.

It is difficult, without comparative data, to speculate on the degree to which these findings are generalisable to other primary care-giver roles. In many respects, the level and nature of the challenge faced by dementia carers is likely to be replicated in other primary caring situations. It therefore could be argued that the need to be acknowledged and treated as full care partners by professional providers is likely to be shared by all those assuming primary responsibility for the care of another. However, dementia, because of its later life onset and challenging manifestation can be seen to be at least
particular, if perhaps not unique (e.g. stroke, acquired brain injury) in two respects. Firstly, in its potential to disrupt and discredit identities, personas, reputations and relationships built up over a lifetime. This can lead to carers feeling a particular need to maintain social boundaries in order to protect both the PWD and family and friends from these impacts. Secondly, the gradual loss of the PWD’s ability to function as the responsible and autonomous adult that they had been most of their lives can lead to legal, moral and social ambiguities around issues of control, authority and responsibility. These fall almost entirely to the primary carers to negotiate as they seek to discharge their assumed responsibilities.
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NOTE

1 The following conventions have been followed in quotations: ‘…’ indicates text omitted for reasons of brevity where the omission of such text does not materially alter the sense or meaning of the quote. ‘–’ indicates a break or disjunction in the flow of speech generally related to the speaker’s efforts to re-order their thoughts and/or the expression of those thoughts.
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